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BIOGRAPHICAL RESEARCHES ON HANS KELSEN  
IN THE YEARS 1881–1920

Thomas Olechowski* 

I. Introduction

a) Legal History versus Legal Philosophy?
„Legal History versus Legal Philosophy?“ is the title of a little-known monograph 

written by Hans Kelsen in 1928.1 It was written in reply to Ernst Schwind’s book “Basics 
and Basic Questions of the Law”, written in the same year.2 Schwind, a legal historian, was 
professor at the same faculty as Hans Kelsen. In 1918, when Kelsen applied for the position 
of an associate professor at the Vienna University, Schwind tried to prevent his appointment. 
In his expertise, Schwind wrote that Kelsen’s theories were “destructive and subversive, 
in the scope of academic teaching for the students, possibly brilliant, but on the whole 
confusing and utterly questionable (…) Frequently one gets the impression that Kelsen 
anxiously refuses every glimpse into history, because the impossibility of these concepts 
would immediately collide with the might of the historical facts. Who could imagine, if only 
for a moment, a State without power, without superiors and subordinates?”3

Schwind’s first aggression against Kelsen failed in 1918 – and so did the second in 
1928. The main problem was that Schwind specialized in legal history not legal philosophy, 
which was unfamiliar territory to him. Consequently, his attempts to counter Kelsen’s legal 
philosophy with historical arguments proved hopeless. Kelsen disdainfully said that it is 
not possible to argue in a way that the one says: “It’s dark”, and the other says: “But there 
is standing a tower”.4

b) The historical context of Kelsen’s scientific work
However, while it may not be possible to use legal history to contradict legal philosophical 

arguments, legal history is able to explain where legal philosophical arguments come from. 
That is to say, it can help to explain legal philosophy itself. Kelsen’s theories achieved 
everlasting importance, but they originated from a very concrete background and can only 
be understood in this context. Kelsen himself confirmed this, when he explained the way 
he found his theory of the identity of Law and State: “It is possible”, he wrote, “that 
I developed that theory, because the state that is nearest to me, the Austrian State, was 
obviously only a legal order. The Austrian State is made up of so many different races, 
languages, religions, and different ethnic groups with their own histories. Consequently 
theories that tried to establish a governmental entity on some socio-psychological or socio-
biological context, with a unifying legal base for the inhabitants, were evidently a mere 
fiction. Insofar as governmental theory is an essential part of the Pure Theory of Law, this 
theory can be regarded as specifically Austrian.”5
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We are convinced that not only Kelsen’s governmental theory but also many other 
elements of his theories, in spite of their formulation that seemed independent from place 
and time, have been the answer to questions of particular interest to that period. Kelsen 
considered these circumstances only briefly, as they were assumedly well-known. In the 
course of time this knowledge was lost and has to be explained once again. This now is 
the basic aim of our work.

c) Kelsen’s Autobiography and the New Biography
For this reason, the two directors of the Hans Kelsen-Institute, Robert Walter († 2010) 

and Clemens Jabloner, have invited the first author of this article to write a scientific 
biography of Hans Kelsen. It is the intention of this project to portray the course of life of 
Kelsen, his descent, childhood and adolescence, the ensuing steps of his academic career 
in Europe and in the U.S.A. and the diffusion of his legal theory across the globe.

For decades, knowledge of Hans Kelsen was dominated by one book, namely the 
biography written by Rudolf Aladár Métall, who collaborated with Kelsen during his last 
years in Vienna and in his first months in Cologne.6 In 1940, very shortly after Kelsen, Métall 
also immigrated to America, and he maintained good relations with Kelsen for the rest of his 
life.7 Métall writes that in 1966 he used Kelsen’s private library and private correspondence 
to elaborate the biography. Most important for him were two autobiographic descriptions 
of Kelsen, one from 1927 and another from 1947. For a long time these descriptions 
were thought to be lost, but in 2006/07 they were published by Matthias Jestaedt.8 An 
examination of these descriptions reveals that Métall borrowed extensively from Kelsen’s 
1947 autobiography, even reproducing the text verbatim in places. Beyond that, it seems 
that Métall’s book was largely based on personal memories. As he provides no footnotes or 
any other scientific proof, the individual sources he mentions cannot be re-examined. For 
instance, he quotes verbatim an article about Kelsen’s escape from Nazi-Germany and says 
only that it is a quotation from “a Viennese newspaper” printed in April 1933.9 In fact, the 
article appeared in the “Neue Freie Presse” on April 18th, 1933.10 It remains unclear as to 
whether this article was amongst Métall or Kelsen’s papers from this time, or whether the 
former scrutinized the “Neue Freie Presse” as a source for his book.

Furthermore, it is not clear why Kelsen wrote in 1947 an autobiography at all.11 We can 
only assume that he wrote the text for a compendium of autobiographies of famous Austrian 
jurists, edited by Nikolaus Grass in 1952.12 Kelsen’s disciples Merkl and Verdross, but also his 
sworn enemy Alexander Hold-Ferneck13 and the former president of the Constitutional Court 
Ernst During, feature in this collection. Surprisingly, Kelsen was not included. It is possible 
that his autobiography was originally meant to appear in an omnibus volume that was never 
published because of a contingent dispute between Kelsen and Grass. The size of Kelsen’s 
autobiography, which at 60 pages would have been double length of the other entries, and his 
refusal to shorten it, may also explain its absence from the compendium.

Autobiographies can be an invaluable historical source, but they may also be 
problematic. It is nearly impossible to write down all of one’s memories without making 
mistakes. A case in point is Kelsen’s assertion that he was appointed associate professor 
in 1917,14 when in fact this took place on July 8th, 1918.15 Although incorrect this detail 
was still reproduced in dozens of short biographies. In addition to such comparatively 
unimportant mistake his autobiography also contains some more profound inaccuracies. 
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The latter raise the question as to whether Kelsen was intentionally trying to present the 
facts in a more favourable light, or whether he truly believed that events had happened 
in the manner in which he described them. The following chapters should serve as 
a confirmation.

II. Family, childhood, education

a) Family
Kelsen’s autobiography begins as follows: “I was born on 11 October 1881 in Prague. 

My father, Adolf Kelsen, who was born in Brody, Galicia, came to Vienna when he was 
an impecunious boy of only fourteen. There he first started working as an apprentice in 
a small business, later on earning his living as a clerk.”16 

With this description the scholar draws what would have been an evocative picture for 
many of his readers: Brody, the hometown to the Jewish poet Josef Roth, a forlorn spot at 
the very outskirts of the monarchy.17 From here, in the last years of the 19th century and 
especially during the First World War, thousands of Jews fled to the west. In Vienna, as in 
many other central European cities, these Jews from the east, with their traditional clothing 
and characteristic hairstyles, made a great impression on the appearance of the city.18 
However, for Adolf Kelsen the situation was different: If he really moved to Vienna at the 
age of fourteen, this would already have been in 1864, decades before the migration of 
Jews from Eastern Europe. One indication of his rapid integration is the fact that Kelsen’s 
father, who was entered under the name Abraham Littman Kelsen in the Galician birth 
register, changed his name to Adolf – the German version of Abraham – as soon as he 
arrived in Vienna. Therefore, in Hans Kelsen’s birth certificate his father is registered under 
the name “Abraham Littman vulgo Adolf Kelsen”.19

On 22 August 1880 Adolf Kelsen married the 21-year-old Auguste Löwy in the 
Leopoldstadt synagogue. The bride was born on 29 December 1859 in Jindřichův Hradec 
where her father, Aron Löwy, owned a vinegar factory.20 Together the young couple 
moved to Prague, where Adolf Kelsen initially tried to set up a business on plumbing 
supplies. One year later, on 11 October 1880, their first son, Hans Kelsen, was born.21 It 
was a difficult time for his family: Conflict with the authorities and hard competition from 
other entrepreneurs contributed to the fact that Adolf Kelsen was subject to a foreclosure 
proceeding. Because of the Kelsen’s difficult financial situation, the family had to leave 
Prague and returned to Vienna.22 Adolf Kelsen now focussed on the production of bronze 
merchandise and chandeliers, establishing a business in Vienna, together with a partner. 
From 1895 on he directed this business on his own and founded a small factory in the back 
yard of Goldeggasse 20, in the IV. District of Vienna.23 The area where the factory was 
established was not situated within the Jewish quarter, so we can only assume that Adolf 
Kelsen chose this location because his brother Samuel already lived on the same street. In 
January 1901 Adolf Kelsen obtained the “Heimatrecht”24 (rights of residence) in Vienna 
for himself, his wife and his children. It was only the last act of assimilation, baptism into 
the Catholic Church, that Adolf Kelsen never went through with. Presumably, his reason 
for the not fulfilling this last step may have had to do with his membership in the Masonic 
Lodge “Humanitas”.25 It was Hans Kelsen himself, who got baptised as the first member 
of the Kelsen family in 1905.26
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b) Kelsen’s school years
Following the Jewish tradition, Hans, the first born, did not join his father’s business. 

Instead he enjoyed a higher education as a step in furthering the family’s rise in social 
status. As soon as Kelsen reached schooling age he was sent to the (private) Protestant 
elementary school on Karlsplatz, which was situated close to where he lived. After spending 
the first three years of his elementary school education there, his father got into financial 
difficulties again and Kelsen was obliged to finish his last year of elementary school at 
a public institution in the Alleegasse (today Argentinerstrasse). No records are extant from 
this time, but apparently Kelsen’s grades were not good enough for him to obtain the school 
fee exemption that would have enabled him to remain at the Protestant school.27 Kelsen 
probably felt humiliated by the fact that he had to change schools, and therefore did not 
mention this in his autobiography. Kelsen’s father was still trying to provide his son with the 
best education possible and so in 1892 he inscribed Hans at the Akademische Gymnasium at 
Beethovenplatz.28 At the Akademische Gymnasium, one of the most prestigious institutions 
of its time, the young Kelsen received not only an extensive humanistic education, with 
tuition in Latin and ancient Greek, but was also instilled with a patriotic attitude. (For his 
graduation exam in German he had to write a composition on the topic: “What kind of moral 
impulse do we receive in our study of Austrian history?”29) Surprisingly, Kelsen was not 
taught any modern foreign languages. In his autobiography Kelsen did not have a good word 
to say of any of his teachers. He simply observes: “My teachers did not spark any interest in 
school. (…) In particular the primitive religious attitude at school triggered my opposition.”30 
He was especially critical of the religious education (like roughly 45% of the pupils at that 
time, Kelsen attended classes in Hebrew religion).

What was Kelsen’s attitude towards philosophy class? After all, Kelsen reports in his 
autobiography that he had already become interested in philosophy as a student and had 
started reading books by Schopenhauer and Kant at an amazingly early age.31 We can 
fairly well rule out the possibility that his philosophy teacher Johann Schmidt had any 
hand in awakening his interest in philosophy. We can best imagine Kelsen as a highly 
gifted adolescent, who was bored by the way things were taught at school and therefore 
only achieved average grades, but was enough of a “bookworm” during his school years to 
succeed in acquiring, auto-didactically, an enormous store of knowledge. Kelsen explained 
his interest in philosophy as owing to the “influence of an older friend” – we can assume 
that this so-called “older friend” was Otto Weininger.32 But the school book of logic by 
Alois Höfler also undoubtedly contributed to Kelsen’s interest in philosophy. Kelsen 
reports that he was profoundly shaken when he learned that the reality of the exterior 
world is problematic.33 It is precisely this problem that is brought to the reader’s attention 
in the first pages of Höfler’s book.34

c) Kelsen’s time as a student at the University of Vienna
On 9 July 1900, Hans Kelsen graduated from the Akademische Gymnasium, along with 

29 fellow students.35 More than 50% of the graduates intended to inscribe at law school, 
among them Hans Kelsen, Ludwig v. Mises and Hans Mayer. All three were destined not 
only to obtain doctorates in law, but also to go on to academic careers at the University of 
Vienna – Mises and Mayer as professors for economics – Kelsen as a professor for public law 
and legal philosophy. However, it would take Hans Kelsen some time to get there.
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“The first lecture I attended at university was disappointing”, Kelsen wrote in his 
autobiography. And he continues: “after only a short time I stopped attending most of the 
lectures and instead devoted myself to reading philosophical works on my own.”36 This, 
in fact, was very common in Kelsen’s days. Most of Kelsen’s fellow students eventually 
stopped attending lectures, since at law school this was not compulsory and lectures in 
general were consiolered to be very poor. Moreover, the curriculum of the time foresaw only 
very little compulsory attendance and almost no intermediate examination. The so called 
“Thunsche Studienreform”, an academic reform that was undertaken in 1855, and on which 
the curriculum was based when Kelsen joined university, placed a high value on the principle 
of independence in teaching and studying alike.37 Apart from one legal history examination, 
which took place after the first two years of studies, the exams all occurred right before 
graduation, when the student was about to complete his studies. Then – and in Kelsen’s 
days this was the difficult thing about studying law – the student had to take almost all of his 
exams at once. Since most of Kelsen’s fellow students spent their free time in other pursuits 
than reading philosophical works, many of them had to attend private intensive courses, 
where the material that they should have been learning over the past four years was drummed 
into them within a few weeks. Carl Stooß, a professor for criminal law, reported that only 
few of the students inscribed at law school attended lectures, most of them attended private 
intensive courses in order to prepare themselves for the final examination. „Some attend 
those private law courses because they do not have time to attend lectures, for the simple 
reason that they have to earn money, and yet they want to study.”38

Among of the few lecture series that Kelsen actually attended was one entitled “The 
History of Legal Philosophy”, given by Professor Leo Strisower in the summer term of 
1903.39 As Kelsen relates in his autobiography, it was here that the works of Dante were 
first brought to his attention. He decided – probably inspired by his friend Weininger’s 
book “Gender and Character” – to publish an article dealing with Dante’s work. This 
happened in same year when Weininger committed suicide (4 October 1903). To his own 
surprise, the article was published in a book series called “Viennese Governmental Law 
Studies” and was favourably reviewed.40 Encouraged by the success of his first article, the 
law student Hans Kelsen decided to continue his scientific work: “While I was still dealing 
with the political philosophy of Dante Aligheiri, my interest in legal theory, above all in 
the legal entity, the subjective right, (…) began to grow. (…) Soon after the first exam 
[the exam in legal history, Kelsen passed on 13 July 1903], I started to work on a book, 
examining the most essential problems of governmental science.”41 The book which would 
later become Kelsen’s habilitation thesis, was apparently begun by Kelsen when he was 
a barely 22-year-old law student! Indeed, it must be acknowledged that Kelsen possessed 
a “high degree of spiritual asceticism”42 to have spent eight years working on this opus 
magnum, the “Hauptprobleme der Staatsrechtslehre”. In the preamble to this book, Kelsen 
wrote: “(…) I kept on working on this book despite all difficulties and obstacles and 
therefore it became more for me than the mere solution of a specific scientific problem: 
this work has shown me the long and up to this point missing connection between juridical 
discipline and ideology.”43 His further reference to “the small world of legal science and 
the huge world of a universal philosophical system” can be taken as a hint that his poor 
opinion of law professors seemed only to have been reinforced over the years. This is 
especially true of the two professors of public law, Adolf Menzel and Edmund Bernatzik, 
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who examined his habilitation thesis. Kelsen later on wrote that Menzel’s assessment of 
his thesis was especially favourable only because Menzel “was not at all familiar with 
the problems of legal theory”. Bernatzik, for his part, did nothing more than agree with 
Menzel’s opinion. Kelsen therefore assumed that “he didn’t even read the thesis”.44

These comments are very typical for Kelsen and fit in with the style of his autobiography, 
in which Kelsen’s teachers – regardless of whether they were his teachers at school or later 
on his professors at university or even the professors he met on his educational journeys 
(especially his journey to Heidelberg, where he met Georg Jellinek) – collectively appear 
in a bad light.45 He repeatedly gives the impression that there was hardly anything they 
could teach him. Hans Kelsen was indeed an autodidact and it is very likely due to this fact 
that he became one of the greatest jurists of the 20th century. This may also be the source 
for the originality of his assumptions. Nonetheless, it should be noted at this point that 
Jellinek, Menzel and Bernatzik were of great importance for Kelsen’s later career, the first 
one with his methodological approach, the latter of them who supported him at university. 
So, in spite of everything, it can be said that Kelsen owed them a great deal.

Kelsen took his final exams between October 1905 and May 1906. Against all odds he 
only obtained average grades. The best grade he obtained was an A minus, at the former 
mentioned exam of professor Schwind, in the field of legal history. On May 1906 Kelsen 
was awarded a PhD in the field of law.46

III. The Young Graduate 

a) Career until 1914
The economic situation of Kelsen’s family in the meanwhile became worse. In fact 

when Kelsen was still a student, his father already started to suffer from heart problems, 
he finally died of on 12 July 1907.47 Due to that circumstances Hans Kelsen was forced 
to postpone his dreams of an academic career and instead had to look for a decent 
job. For a certain period of time he seriously intended to become a lawyer. Back than, 
in order to be admitted to the barrister exam, it was necessary that after graduating 
from law school, an one-year internship at Court was accomplished. In addition to 
that, every young graduate had to work for at least six years as a trainee solicitor 
under the supervision of a lawyer. So between March 1906 and September 1908 Hans 
Kelsen accomplished internships at several Viennese Courts and then started working 
at different lawyers.48

However, during his free time he continued working on his book Hauptprobleme der 
Staatsrechtslehre (“Main problems in the theory of public law”). He also applied for 
scholarships that would allow him to travel abroad and embarked on educational trips to 
Berlin and Heidelberg to attend lectures given by Prof. Georg Jellinek and Prof. Gerhard 
Anschütz there.49 However, the records of the Viennese Bar Association show that Kelsen 
was registered as a trainee solicitor at the same time. How is this possible? Due to the fact 
that one of the lawyers’ name was Löwy (Kelsen’s mother’s maiden name), it is likely that 
he was registered only pro forma with an uncle, an arrangement that might have enabled 
him to travel abroad.50

From 1 July 1908 on, Hans Kelsen was employed at the “k.k. Handelsmuseum”, 
a federal institution that dedicated its work to the export trade and also hosted the export 
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trade academy. This employment allowed Kelsen to finalize the “Hauptprobleme”.51 In 
April 1911, “Hauptprobleme” was published by the publishing house J. C. B. Mohr in 
Tübingen. Already on 6 February, Kelsen named this book his “habilitation thesis” and 
applied for the habilitation (permission to give lectures) in the field of Austrian public 
law and legal philosophy at the faculty of law at the University of Vienna. The book 
consisted of 733 pages and therefore was much longer than other habilitation treatises 
published at the same time. Regarding its content, it was undoubtedly the foundation for 
what later on became Kelsen’s pure theory of law. Already back then Kelsen demanded 
a strict separation of legal science from sciences such as sociology and psychology. Central 
legal terms such as the “subjective rights” (subjektives Recht), proxy (Stellvertretung) or 
„person“ have been subject to Kelsen’s examination in this book. 

The professors Bernatzik and Menzel had been nominated by the faculty of law to 
give an expertise on Kelsen’s habilitation. Due to their favourable expertises, the faculty 
decided on 10 July 1911 to aprove Hans Kelsen’s habilitation thesis.52 However, that did 
not automatically mean that Kelsen was offered a job at law school. It only meant that 
Kelsen now had the official right to hold lectures there. Kelsen however, continued his 
work at the export trade academy until the year 1914. 

b) The First World War
The turning point in Kelsen’s career subsided with the beginning of the First World War. 

As many other Austrian high school graduates as well, Kelsen had served in the army as 
a volunteer after graduating from high school.53 Therefore, Kelsen was in the military rank 
of a lieutenant since 1902. Following the outbreak of the First World War he was drafted 
on 4 August 1914, but due to his position as a lieutenant never had to serve at the front 
line. Since he became sick, he had to work in the office during the first months of the war. 
Through the support by general Ignaz Verdroß Edler von Droßberg (the father of Kelsen’s 
student Alfred Verdroß) Kelsen was finally transferred to the „Kriegsfürsorgeamt“, an 
agency, which focussed on the social treatment of invalids. As the situation became worse 
Kelsen was transferred in October 1915 to the k.u.k. ministry of war where he worked until 
the end of the First World War.54

At the k.u.k. ministry of war Kelsen gained the trust of the minister of war Rudolf 
Freiherr Stöger-Steiner von Steinstätten and finally became his personal adviser. In 
this position Kelsen drafted not only propositions for different reforms in the army, but 
developed plans to reform the Habsburg monarchy.55 Even though the plans were never put 
into reality, his plans gained the attention of the University of Vienna. Professor Bernatzik 
tried to get Kelsen a permanent job as an associate professor for public law. That was 
the reason why Ernst von Schwind, as already mentioned in the beginning, edited an 
expertise in which he opposed to Kelsen’s nomination as an associate professor. All the 
other professors however, supported Kelsen and so he finally was nominated 8 July 1918 
associate professor at the University of Vienna. The nomination itself was effected by 
emperor Karl.56

Almost exactly one year after that, on 19 July 1919 Kelsen was nominated full 
professor.57 This nomination was no longer preceded by the emperor, but by the president 
of the republican federal assembly, which shows that his nomination already took place 
during the foundation of the first republic.
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c) The collapse of the Monarchy
Kelsen very much took actively part in the foundation of the first republic. That is the 

reason why he dedicates great parts of his autobiography to that period of time, describing 
the circumstances of the fall of the Habsburg monarchy in great detail. However, this 
very part of his autobiography has been subject to huge academic discussions, since it 
contradicts other sources. Therefore the events followed by the fall of the monarchy should 
be subject to close examination in the new Kelsen biography:

Kelsen considered the war to be over the very moment, when Bulgaria was forced to 
accept an offer of cease-fire proposed by the Entente, on 29 September 1918.58 In view 
of these circumstances and especially due to the hopeless military situation, the Austro-
Hungarian Empire and Germany communicated an offer for cease-fire to the President 
of the United States, Woodrow Wilson. While the German offer was immediately met 
with a negative response from the Americans, the Austro-Hungarian offer remained 
unacknowledged for two weeks. Considering the fact that the Austro-Hungarian offer for 
cease-fire expressly referred to Wilson’s fourteen points program, one demand of which 
was autonomy for the different nations within the Habsburg monarchy, it is not quite 
clear why there was no immediate response from the American side. Rumours spread 
according to which the US-President first wanted to see concrete actions on the part of 
the Austro-Hungarian government demonstrating its willingness to grant autonomy to its 
subject nations.59 “For this purpose, and also in order to avoid an economic and political 
catastrophe, I drafted a memorandum which concluded with the proposal that the Emperor 
should set up a commission composed of representatives from the various nations, which 
would handle the liquidation of the monarchy and enable the formation of nations based 
on the principle of self-determination of the people”, Kelsen reports.60 The Emperor would 
only stay in power and on top of this “Central European Commonwealth” if the various 
nations agreed. In Kelsen’s opinion, the creation of a “Central European Commonwealth” 
was, particularly from an economic point of view, unavoidable. Nevertheless, in the end 
the Emperor did not follow Kelsen’s advice, but instead adopted the recommendation of 
a German nationalist representative named Oskar Teufel. In his proposal, Teufel suggested 
“rebuilding Cisleithania by establishing national councils, which in their turn should 
be made up of representatives from each nation”. On 16 October the Emperor issued 
a manifesto which endorsed Teufel’s proposal.61 

The historical context of this manifesto has been subject to exhaustive investigation. 
Surprisingly, Kelsen’s proposal is mentioned by no other source. In addition, no document 
has been uncovered in the archives that could be identified as Kelsens’. It is hard to 
understand why Kelsen writes about his memorandum in his autobiography if it is not 
based on historical facts. However, there does exist a document, which largely corresponds 
in content and style to the document Kelsen describes in his autobiography. The document 
in question was found by Heinrich Benedikt in the private archive of the Meinl family, 
a family of industrialists, and was published by him in the sourcebook: “The efforts for 
peace of the Meinl circle”.62 The businessman Julius Meinl II. (1869–1944) was the head 
and probably also the financier of an influential pacifistic group. Among its members were 
among others the professor for international and criminal law, Heinrich Lammasch, as well 
as Kelsen.It is therefore very likely that Kelsen was indeed the author of the text that was 
later ascribed to Julius Meinl II.63
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The manifesto issued by Karl I. did not achieve the hoped-for effect. It was simply ignored 
by the USA. Mere autonomy for the different nationalities within the Habsburg monarchy, 
which President Wilson had still been demanding in January, at this point no longer 
seemed to go far enough, since by then the Entente had already granted Czechoslovakia 
status as a war power. Kelsen reports that (probably in the evening of 21 October) he was 
contacted by Major Albin Schager, a member of the Emperor’s military administration.64 
On this occasion Schager explained that the emperor had approved a plan drafted by the 
liquidation commission and asked Lammasch to become the head of this commission. 
Lammasch agreed, and for a couple of days it seemed as though his work would bear fruits. 
But when he met with the Czech and Slovene leaders Karel Kramář65 and Anton Koroseč66 
on 24 October in the hotel Continental in the Praterstraße, they both refused his request 
to form an “executive committee of the national governments in Austria”. Lammasch’s 
attempt had failed. Immediately following this meeting, Lammasch went to see his friend 
the German national representative Josef Redlich. Both of them sought out Kelsen in his 
apartment in the Wickenburgstrasse and together they decided to go to the Ministry of War 
and send a telegraph to the Emperor, who at that time was travelling through Hungary. There 
exist two sources of information concerning the conversation between Kelsen, Redlich 
and Lammasch: Kelsen’s autobiography and Redlich’s diary. They both refer that Redlich 
persuaded Lammasch to run for the office of the Prime Minister. But though Redlich writes 
that Kelsen supported him in this, Kelsen in his autobiography denies that. Redlich reports 
that Lammasch drew up a list of possible ministers in which he proposed to nominate the 
Jewish doctor Julius Tandler as Health Minister. Redlich was of the opinion that Kelsen 
tried to talk him out of doing so. Kelsen thought that Redlich himself was against Tandler’s 
nomination, since he wanted to become Minister of Finance and the Emperor was unlikely 
to accept the appointment of two Jews to ministerial posts.67

So Redlich’s description seems to contradict Kelsen’s narration. Of particular interest is 
the fact that Redlich’s diary was not published until 1953, which means that Kelsen could 
not possibly have known of its existence before then, especially not when he wrote his 
autobiography in 1947. Perhaps rumours were spread orally. We do not know which of the 
two accounts can be trusted.

IV. Kelsen and the Austrian Constitution

a) The Architect of the Constitution
Kelsen’s struggle for a continuation of the monarchy failed. Nevertheless, through his 

activities he came into contact with those individuals who were involved in transforming 
the political system, and at once Kelsen found himself working for the Republic. Thus, 
on 8 November 1918 Kelsen issued a legal assessment on the status of the newly created 
Republic of German-Austria.68 He concluded that the Republic of German-Austria was not 
the legal successor to the Austro-Hungarian monarchy, but like Czechoslovakia, a totally new 
legal entity. This thesis had far-reaching consequences: According to Kelsen, the new state 
of German-Austria was not at war with the Entente, and therefore a peace treaty conceding 
German-Austria’s culpability for the war was out of the question. The price for Kelsen’s 
growing influence was his acceptance of the “resolution for the establishment of the state 
power”, passed on 30 October 1918 by the provisional assembly, as a constitution of the 
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newly created Republic, although the resolution failed to address important issues such as the 
legal status of the Austrian provinces.69 In particular, Kelsen’s very controversial thesis that 
German-Austria had been founded as a centralised state (and not as a federal state) was based 
on his legal opinion, in which he basically stated that the resolution dated 30 October had 
the legal quality of a constitution.70 In November 1918, Kelsen signed a formal contract in 
which he agreed to work for the State Chancellery of German-Austria, in addition to his job 
as a professor at the University of Vienna.71 This secondary employment, which would last 
until 1921, formed the highpoint of his career: As legal advisor to the Austrian head of state, 
it would become his main duty to draft the final constitution of the young republic. Since the 
chancellor Karl Renner had to leave Austria on 12 May 1919 in order to participate in the 
negotiations over the Austrian State Treaty (Staatsvertrag) in St. Germain, he gave Kelsen 
a free hand. On 4 July Kelsen sent a preliminary draft of the constitution to St. Germain.72 

Before leaving for St. Germain, Renner met with Kelsen to discuss the framework of the 
constitution.73 The idea of an accession (Anschluss) to Germany, which was supported not 
only by the Austrian people but also by Renner and Kelsen, was finally forbidden by the 
victorious powers of the First World War, and consequently had to be abandoned. In the event 
that the provision for an accession to Germany would not enter into effect, Kelsen had drafted 
a proposition for setting up a federal constitution following the Swiss model.74 According 
to Kelsen’s first draft, the provinces should participate in federal legislation through the 
establishment of a federal council (Bundesrat), which should be made up of members from 
each provincial council. In addition, the federal council would be granted an absolute right 
to veto bills passed by the national council (Nationalrat). The head of state – the president – 
would be directly elected by the people. The draft also contained a catalogue of fundamental 
rights, which, as many other provisions of the draft, were copied from the Constitution of 
1867.75 In particular, the provisions concerning the federal council, the president and the 
fundamental rights were subject to numerous changes and amendments, since they had to 
take into account the range of different political possibilities.76 

It would be false to assume that Kelsen’s personal political attitude was reflected 
in his constitutional drafts. His theoretical works concerning democracy show that he 
personally preferred a parliamentary democracy to a presidential one and that he was 
rather sceptical towards the idea of establishing a federal system.77 However, it was not 
his task to reflect his personal opinion in his constitutional drafts. His duty rather was to 
transform his constituents’ (in this case the social democratic Chancellor Karl Renner and 
the Christian social Secretary of State Michael Mayr) political goals into a technically 
impeccable legal framework. His job was that of an architect, obeying his constituents’ 
requests and transforming their concrete plans into reality.78

b) Legal Theory and Practical Experience

1. Constitutional Justice
On this point, we would like to abort our examination of Kelsen’s curriculum vitae. 

However, last but not least, we want to show by pointing out two examples; how Kelsen’s 
professional experience in the Austrian state service has deeply influenced his legal theory:

The first example concerns his article “Essence and Development of State Jurisdiction” 
from 1929, which is among his most influential publications.79 As a general theoretic 
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article, it describes the meaning and the function of a public-law-court, without mentioning 
a specific country, law, or court. Nevertheless, the preliminary phrase “State Jurisdiction 
is equal to Constitutional Jurisdiction” instantly indicates that Kelsen’s view on this 
topic excludes the 19th century “Staatsgerichtshöfe”, which existed in several states 
for impeachment proceedings. In fact, what Kelsen refers to, is an institution called 
Constitutional Court. At that time only two Constitutional Courts existed in Europe:80 The 
first one was set up in Czechoslovakia, but couldn’t unfold considerable action and the 
other one was established in Austria. Concerning the Austrian Constitutional Court, Kelsen 
had actively participated in its creation and remained a member of it until 1930.

A closer examination of the history of the Austrian Constitutional Courts shows 
that the intellectual preconditions for it already existed in the late 19th and early 20th 
century. Indeed Kelsen was not the first person to demand the creation of a Constitutional 
Court;81 – the term itself had already been in use since at least 1875. So although the 
Austrian Constitutional Justice, established in 1920, may be said to have many founding 
fathers, Kelsen may be considered the most important amongst them.82 No general theory 
of constitutional justice was written before 1920. Kelsen later completed his theory on 
constitutional justice in his lecture in 1929. Legal practice, which had been developed 
over the course of history, was subsequently legalized and finally considered as the only 
“possible and correct solution” by Kelsen nine years later.83

This is not as amazing as it might seem at first sight. What happened to Kelsen, the 
so-called father of the Austrian Constitutional Court, had also happened half a century earlier 
to Karl Lemayer, the so-called father of the Austrian Administrative Court. Lemayer had 
similarly been only one person amongst many who discussed the possibilities of creating 
a judicial control of administration. During these works, he admitted that the ultimate 
solution only could be the result of the existing circumstances. Some twenty years after 
enacting the Administrative Court Legislation, Lemayer wrote his “Apologetic Studies 
Concerning Administrative Justice”. In this article, he depictes the Austrian model not only as 
very successful solution, but also as nearly the only possible form that Administrative Justice 
could have taken.84 Evidently, fathers tend to regard their own children as the most beautiful.

There is another reason for mentioning Lemayer: It was him who claimed that administrative 
justice is based on the idea that the activity of administrative authorities in a constitutional state 
is fundamentally dual in nature. In his own words, it is “a free act of volition and thereafter 
an action bound to objective law.”85 Who on this point doesn’t think of the doctrine of the 
“Hierarchical Structure of the Legal Order” and the words of Adolf Merkl according to whom 
the creation of law is an act of volition on the one half, and an act of legal thinking on the other 
one?86 Over Karl Lemayer and Friedrich Tezner,87 it is possible to construct a direct genealogy 
of ideas down to Hans Kelsen and Adolf Merkl. Without questioning the originality of Kelsen 
or Merkl’s ideas, it is necessary to consider the fact that the ideas of both are based on the 
tradition of the Austrian doctrine of constitutional law.

2. The Kelsen-Merkl-Model of Administration
This leads us to a second example, the so-called Kelsen-Merkl-Model of Administration; 

an expression not used so much by representatives of the Pure Theory of Law, but rather 
by its antagonists, who always imbued it with distant or even negative meaning.88 Indeed, 
in Austria the “Hierarchical Structure of the Legal Order” is more than a model of legal 
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theory, it is also a maxim of administrative structure, in order to co-ordinate democracy 
and bureaucracy.89 In other words, the whole administration in Austria is structured in 
a hierarchical manner, and only those individuals at the apex of this pyramid (for instance 
a minister) hare democratically legitimized. All other executive bodies are made up of 
officials, who do not have a political will of their own. These officials all follow the orders 
of a minister, who is himself politically responsible to the Parliament, the proper body of 
state will. Emanating from parliamentary laws, this democratically legalized will is passed 
on to the last member of the administrative machinery by decrees and orders. In this way 
orders have a specifically democratic function.90 This model, as insinuated before, has been 
severely criticized in past years mainly for alleged being impractical. The law decreed by 
Parliament would not determine in advance the complete administrative action up to the 
last detail, and even a minister could not lead the entire administrative machinery.

The question arises whether Kelsen and Merkl were unrealistic scientists, living in 
an ivory tower without knowledge of practical administration, or whether they achieved 
their maxims through a specific range of experiences. For example, Merkl practiced at 
law courts and in the administration for a long time, and so did Kelsen. Both were very 
much influenced by the k.u.k. administration, which dates from absolutistic times and 
which was characterised by its strictly hierarchical structure. In 1917, Kelsen and Merkl 
were confronted with the Russian Revolution. Those who attentively read the first edition 
of Kelsen’s book “Essence and Value of Democracy”, published in 1920, will notice that 
he can see positive aspects in the Soviet system, since in this system, the highest-ranking 
official as well as each individual councillor was elected.91 Therefore Kelsen classified 
this system as a rule model for democracy. In Interwar Austria, there existed several 
tendencies to move in a similar direction. During the First World War even the later state 
chancellor Karl Renner had considered establishing a general administrative model based 
on the Soviet system as well as on the English system of self-government.92 However it 
seems like in 1921, Kelsen changed his point of view. In his article “Democratization of 
Administration” he points out that Lenin’s attempts to replace the old czarist administration 
by the Soviet system led to a catastrophe.93 Two years later, in 1923, also Merkl came 
to the same conclusion. He was convinced that a democratization of the lower-standing 
administrative structures would mean a total collapse of the State.94 In the second edition 
of Kelsen’s “Essence and Value of Democracy”, written in 1929, the author definitely 
rejects the idea of democratization of the administration, while affirming the compatibility 
of a democratic state and autocratic administration.95

V. Conclusion

The above article represents only a small portion of a biography in progress. We 
deliberately chose to deal with only a few essential details, rather than providing a scholarly 
overview, since such an overview can already be found in Métall’s biography. This article 
particularly aims to reveal the extent to which Métall’s biography is a “mere extrapolation” of 
Kelsen’s autobiography, which is in many ways an unreliable source. Thus, the main purpose 
of our new biography will be to show the relationship between Kelsen’s life and his scientific 
work. “Nobody can imagine that his soul can think or move a body at Oxford, whilst he is at 
London”, wrote John Locke in 1690.96 Although this was said in a totally different context, 
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the statement is still true and shows the influence of time and place regarding the elaboration 
of Kelsen’s theories. In this sense, legal history acts as a “servant” of legal philosophy.
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